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From facebook messenger

If you want friends, open Messenger, press Write a message, type a contact's name and message, and then press Send.If you don't make friends, open Messenger, select your profile picture, find your username link, and then press Share Link. Select the method you want to share. To contact your phone, open Conversations in Messenger and select People and Download
Contacts. This article discusses how to send a message both to people you are with and with whom you are not friends on Facebook Messenger, and to phone contacts and people who are physically close. The information published here applies to Messenger on iOS and Android devices. Facebook friends are automatically added to the Messenger app when you sign in to
Messenger with the details of signing in to your Facebook account. Start a conversation with a Facebook friend in Messenger: Open Messenger. On the Conversations screen, tap the Write Message icon in the upper-right corner. (This appears as a square pencil in iOS apps and as a pen in the Android app.) Type or select a contact's name. Type a message in the text at the
bottom. Tap the Send icon. If you're not friends on Facebook yet, but both use Messenger, change username links so you can communicate in Messenger. Send a user name link: Open Messenger and tap your profile picture in the upper-left corner of the screen. Scroll down to find the username link. Tap your user name link, then tap Share Link from the list of options that
appears. Choose how you want to share the username link (text, email, etc.) and send it to the person you want to add to Messenger. When a recipient clicks on your user name link, their Messenger app opens with your list of users and they can add you immediately. The recipient then taps Add in Messenger and you will receive a connection request to add them back. Sync
mobile contacts with Messenger to communicate with them in the app. To do this, turn on contact downloading in Messenger. Under Chats, tap your profile picture in the upper-left corner. Tap People. Tap Download Contacts to enable continuous downloading of mobile contacts. If you turn off Contacts Download, contacts you upload to Messenger will be automatically deleted If
you don't want to sync your contacts with Messenger, or if you have someone's phone number written but not stored in your device's contacts, add them to Messenger with their phone number. A person needs to verify their phone number in Messenger to add them as a contact through their phone number. On the Conversations menu, tap the People icon. Tap the More People
icon in the upper-right corner of the screen. Tap the More button (plus sign). If prompted, click Enter Phone Number. Enter their phone number, then tap Save. You the corresponding Messenger user list if Messenger detects one from the phone number you entered. Tap Add in Messenger to add them. If you're with someone and want to add each other to Messenger, use any of
the above options or take advantage of messenger's user code feature (Messenger QR code), which makes it quick and painless to add people personally. Open Messenger and tap your profile picture in the upper-left corner. The user code is represented by unique blue lines and markup around the profile picture. Invite your friend to open Messenger and go to the People tab. To
prompt your friend, tap the More icon (plus sign) in the upper-right corner, then tap the Scan Code button. They may need to configure the device to allow Messenger to use the camera. Let your friend keep the camera over your device with the user code open so you can scan it automatically and add you to Messenger. You will receive a connection request to add them back. A
few months ago, Facebook announced plans to start running ads on Messenger. We'll see what they look like. They are huge and disgusting. Moral of the story: never communicate with brands. According to a blog post posted about the company's change, sponsored posts, as ads are called, appear in the module below your discussion list. This section resembles sections that
show you who is currently active or your favorite contacts. However, as the image above shows, sponsored messages take up much more space than these sections. Fortunately, it's pretty easy to avoid seeing ads. Facebook displays a sponsored message section only if you start a conversation with your business or brand first. So, if you never start a conversation with Wendy's,
you won't get burger ads on your messenger app. At least in theory. Currently, Facebook is testing these ads in Australia and Thailand, although they may be introduced in more countries in the coming months. Test ways people and businesses can participate in Messenger | Facebook Facebook opens its Messenger app to third-party developers and allows them to add new
features that make it much more than a tool for communicating with friends. At Facebook's F8 conference on Wednesday, CEO Mark Zuckerberg described two ways Facebook is opening Messenger, but many more are following suit. Initially, businesses can use Messenger to connect with customers, so once you've purchased something from a website, for example, you can
contact the company through Messenger to let them know you ordered the wrong product, or track the delivery of the package. Zuckerberg says it's a better way to do it than to answer the phone. I don't know anyone who calls companies; it's not fast and it doesn't feel like the future, he said. Facebook also allows third-party apps to integrate with Messenger so people can send
more diverse messages. He gave the example of JibJab, an app that allows you to create animated messages, but the list has Bitmoji, Legend and more. These are just a few of the ways Facebook opens Messenger, and there'll be more. We want to start small and focused, Zuckerberg said. Facebook started demanding people use Messenger last year when it the messaging
functionality of the master app. Many people were unhappy with it, but that means Messenger now has 600 million users. The news had been leaked in advance that the company was expected to turn Messenger into a platform open to third parties. By adding new features, Facebook can ensure that people spend more time on their app. It can become a really important means of
communication for the world, Zuckerberg said. It's also a threat to competitors like Yelp, providing people with ways to contact businesses directly through their app. Also on F8, Zuckerberg announced that Facebook will allow people to post 360-degree videos on their news feed. It is a kind of virtual reality-like video filmed on devices with multiple cameras, such as Samsung's
Project Beyond. While the video is a big growth area on Facebook today, tomorrow it will be augmented reality and virtual reality, Zuckerberg said. F8 runs Wednesday and Thursday at the Fort Mason Center in San Francisco. Keynote speeches and some of the sessions will be streamed here. According to Facebook, the event has nearly 3,000 developers, up from 750 in 2007.
By then, the developers had built about 100 apps on the Facebook website; Today, millions of websites and apps use services such as Facebook login. Copyright © 2015 IDG Communications, Inc. It is said that anonymity often leads to contempt, and anyone who spends time online knows this is true. Unfortunately, that's often true on Facebook too – even when your real name is
featured for the world to see. Sometimes the only way to avoid an unpleasant encounter is to block someone on Facebook Messenger. Facebook Messenger makes it easy to block people who behave badly with just a few taps or clicks. Send trolls back under their bridges in a few simple steps. How to block someone on Facebook Messenger from your browser If you want to use
Facebook Messenger on your computer without an app, you can very quickly and easily block someone. Just find the conversation you want to block from your sidebar and place the cursor over it. Click the three ellipses that appear. A menu appears that allows you to mute, delete, mark as unread, and several other options. At the bottom of this menu, there is an option to block
messages. Click here. A pop-up window appears that warns you that you will stop receiving messages and calls from a person. To do this, click Block Messages. Once you've done this, you no longer have to worry about receiving spam or other messages from the individual. If at some point you change your mind and want to unbow a person, you can select a conversation from
the sidebar. There is a message at the bottom of the screen that says: You have blocked this person's messages. Click Uninsert Now to receive from them again. How to Block Someone on Facebook Messenger from iPhone or iPad Block someone on the way is as easy as it is Browser. Open a conversation with the person you want to block, then tap their name at the top of the
screen. This brings out their profiles. You can choose from a variety of options, including viewing photos and videos sent to you (if you need to report them.) At the bottom is a menu called Privacy &amp; Support. Tap Block. The second screen seems to offer the ability to block a person on Messenger or Facebook altogether. Tap Block in Messenger to stop accepting messages
from a person, but stay friends. If you decide to unbest a person later, the privacy &amp; support option is Unbed. Tap it, and then on the next screen, click Uninsert in Messenger to resend and receive messages from the person. How to Block Someone on Facebook Messenger from Android Steps to Block Someone on Facebook Messenger from Android are exactly the same as
on iPhone and iPad. Open the conversation, tap the person's name, scroll down to the bottom of the screen, then tap Block &gt; in Messenger. Block messenger versus block on Facebook If someone (maybe an older relative) wants spam with facebook thread letters, you may not want to receive messages from them, but you still want to see what they're posting. Blocking
facebook messenger is a great way to get around the problem. However, if you are dealing with someone who harasses or threatens you, it is better to block them completely than just ignore their message. In this case, select the Block on Facebook option instead of just blocking Messenger. This completely removes their access to your Facebook Page and does not allow them to
send you messages. If you want to avoid unwanted messages, make sure your Facebook settings limit how much someone you're not friends with can see. Too many users leave their Facebook accounts wide open for the world to see. It is better to limit all information. If you are threatened with physical damage or feel at risk, please contact the appropriate authorities. Don't
assume that blocking a person on social media will make the problem go away. It's better to be too careful. Careful.
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